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EDITORIAL
Methods and concepts for the multi-criteria synthesis of ship structures
The basic concepts andmethods for multi-criteria synthesis of complex thin-walled ship structures in concept and preliminary
design are presented. The principal steps in the definition of the design model, the selected general requirements on the
design procedure and balanced and applicable combinations of design models are elaborated. The paper also provides
an introduction to the basic theory, mappings, non-dominance concepts (Pareto frontier), spaces and sets used for the
mathematical definition of design problems (DPs) together with the unified taxonomy applicable in the handling of complex
DPs. System identification from the multi-stakeholder perspectives of owner and society and the formulations and solutions
of structural DP are discussed.
Keywords: design support system (DeSS); Pareto-supported decision making (PSD); thin-walled ship structures; structural
design procedure; structural optimisation; Pareto optimality; design synthesis
This introductory paper is devoted to my colleague and
friend Professor Owen F. Hughes with whom I have had the
privilege of sharing the burden and enjoyment of generating
methods for the design of efficient and safe ship structures.
Foreword
It has been claimed that this century in engineering
will be the century of synthesis, after the twentieth
century generated fast and reliable analysis methods
capable of dealing with complex structural problems.
Synthesis introduces the additional level of complexity,
encapsulating the analysis models (AMs). For the synthe-
sis problems, there is no universal technique (like finite
element method (FEM) in structural analysis) to solve the
non-linear, fuzzy, multi-criteria DP of high dimensionality
leading to the multiplicity of different solutions/methods.
Most of the papers in this SAOS Special Issue come
from the structural analysis area. It is an objective of this
introductory paper to systematise some of the basic con-
cepts and methods of synthesis, applicable to the realistic
ship structural DPs.
Available design methods and optimisation techniques
also confirm that analysis methods, as presented in this
issue, as well as many methods from other authors can be
included into the modern design environments and prove
that the ‘added level of complexity’ is within our reach. For
these reasons, this editorial is also an attempt to introduce a
novel design-oriented point of view to the interested reader,
because we all have as an ultimate objective of our respec-
tive work a contribution to the design of efficient and safe
structures.
∗Email: vedran.zanic@fsb.hr
Papers in this special issue can be divided, according to
their intrinsic nature, into the following groups:
Structural Analysis Methodology: six papers on static or
dynamic analysis, one paper on the forensic analysis of
a damaged ship.
Synthesis Methodology for Structural Design: two papers
on the synthesis methods.
Applications and Trends: three papers on the analysis and
synthesis from the point of view of class societies and
the designers of special ships.
This special issue is concluded by the autobiographical es-
say written by Professor Owen Hughes showing the evolu-
tion of concepts and methods from his lifetime experience,
supported and augmented by recollections from some of
his colleagues and friends.
In the field of Naval Architecture, it was Owen Hughes
who recognised that the utmost simplicity of methods and
clarity of ideas are needed in order to apply the ‘first prin-
ciples analysis methods’ to the rational structural design
of real ships, when he started the AUSTROSHIP project,
which later evolved into ABS SHIPOPT and ultimately to
today’s leading methodology known as MAESTRO (MAE-
STRO 2012). Those ideas, at that time of the early sev-
enties, were shared by only a part of the NA community;
others were impressed by the complexity of some prob-
lems and forgot to look into the real problem character-
istics that, fortunately, were not driven by the ‘academic’
examples.
That is why this issue is devoted to Professor
Hughes in the hope that his insight is now a prevailing
trend.
C© 2013 Taylor & Francis
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226 V. Zanic
1. Introduction to concepts and methods
The available methods, developed in the areas of naval
architecture, aerospace, mechanical engineering, etc. are
capable of validating innovative new vehicle concepts as
well as generating competitive designs for standard vehicle
types.
Structural optimisation techniques prove to be mature
tools applicable in the design process and helping design-
ers to achieve significant savings for the shipyard and the
ship owner: increase of deadweight; decrease in the price
and weight of construction steel; production costs and lead
time improvements; increase of safety (and robustness);
savings regarding life cycle cost (LCC) and its components,
etc. However, the real quality of the design process is not
based on the inclusion of all possible or available complex
calculations but, on the contrary, on a reasonable exclu-
sion of all unnecessary considerations by concentrating on
the relevant ones used in key decisions regarding design
characteristics.
The solutions are best obtained if the mathematical
problem (task) is formulated together with the associated
solvable mathematical model (and the corresponding IT-
module) to support the stakeholders in their design-related
decisionmaking. It should combine the efficient designAM
(response and evaluation) and the decision-making model
(for subjective and objective decision making).
Such mathematical models may be denoted as design
support systems (DeSSs), built in the conventional way by
manipulating data, using the algorithmic approach and al-
gebraic processes but with strong interactive capabilities.
They will endow stakeholders with direct involvement in
the design process and will support their educated deci-
sions by sophisticated techniques for the subjective decision
making.
The term DeSS is similar to decision support systems,
see Zeleny (1982), which are knowledge-based systems
characterised by manipulating knowledge, using heuristics
and inferential processes and manipulation of knowledge
bases, Balachandran and Gero (1990). DeSS is somewhat
simpler and avoids some problems/time of themodel prepa-
ration for the inference engines and therefore it is DeSS that
is presented in this paper.
Applicable design procedure, based on DeSS, must
combine insight into the basic features of the DP by the
experienced designer with its mathematical formulation,
solvable with available techniques and hardware, devel-
oped and sometimes operated by the operations research
specialists, allowing the designer to concentrate on themain
task.
To support such necessary synergy, it is an objective of
this paper to systematise some of the basic concepts and
methods applicable to the realistic large-scale (in terms of
number of design variables/criteria functions) ship struc-
tural DPs.
This paper has two other goals. Firstly, it attempts to
merge concepts with basic theory and also refresh some
of the information needed for its better understanding by
both groups of professionals. Secondly, it attempts to make
a step forward from the still very successful concept pre-
sented in the seminal paper by Hughes et al. (1980) and
supported by Prof. Hughes’ excellent book, Hughes (1983),
and by the updated and extended issue, Hughes and Paik
(2010).
The present state of the art in ship structural design is
extensively described in the different ISSC reports, partic-
ularly of the Technical Committees: design principles and
criteria (TC IV.1) and design methods (TC IV.2), where
many models and practical solutions have been reported
(see ISSC 2003, 2006, 2009, 2012). For those reasons, they
will not be repeated here. Also, the taxonomy used in this
paper is very similar to the one used in the reports due to
the tasks allocated to the author in those Committees.
The methodology presented here is also influenced
by many years of developing design support software
for ship structural design together with Owen Hughes, F.
Mistree and others. Some excellent references coauthored
by F. Mistree (e.g. Mistree et al. 1990; Chen et al. 1997;
Panchal et al. 2007) are also included, in addition to the
ISSC references.
The paper is divided into three sections based on the
common taxonomy presented in Section 2. The basic math-
ematical framework is described and applied to the design-
related modelling of the owner–society relationship. Two
focuses are driving the paper, i.e. development of basic tax-
onomy for the efficient DP description and a definition of
the most general DP with its manipulation into a solvable
form.
This introductory section presents the general require-
ments on the design procedure, balanced and practically
applicable combinations ofmathematicalmodels and an ex-
ample of the existing basic AMs/IT-modules within practi-
cal design support environment with their successful appli-
cation to the demanding safety/reliability/risk-based design
(RBD).
Section 2 provides an introduction to the basic the-
ory, mappings, spaces and sets used for efficient mathe-
matical definition of DeSS, together with the unified and
proven taxonomy applicable to the handling of complex
DPs.
Section 3 is devoted to the identification of the DP (se-
lection of design variables and design criterion functions)
and its formulation from the multi-stakeholder perspectives
of the owner and society. It also introduces methods for the
inclusion of safety among the design objectives, rather than
only among the design constraints.
(Note that the tables andmnemonics of often-used terms
are used to save space and display the concepts andmethods
more efficiently. ‘De’ in mnemonics means Design.)
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Ships and Offshore Structures 227
1.1. Requirements on design models for the
design support systems
The mathematical model for design synthesis, as used in
DeSS, is usually formulated using multi-criteria decision-
making (MCDM) techniques. They are divided into two
basic groups:
• Multi-attribute decision making (MADM), based on
the selection among generated and evaluated designs
based upon a posteriori defined preferences.
• Multi-objective decision making (MODM) generat-
ing designs for the selected set of designers’ prefer-
ences using optimisation techniques.
While evaluation is a direct procedure (get function
value for given design variables), the inverse mapping (get
values of design variables for the aspired levels of objec-
tive functions) implied in the design process is entangled
with many mathematical problems. They lead to different
methods in operation research tailored to the characteris-
tics of objective and constraint functions of the problem
at hand.
This problem has been described extensively, for in-
stance by Mistree et al. (1990), on general ship design.
Note that the phrase ‘decision support problem’ (DSP), ba-
sically using MODM techniques, is presented in the works
of Mistree et al. (1990) and Bras and Mistree (1993), to
address situations where the models were incomplete and
inaccurate and the design was moved forward by the de-
cision being made by a designer based on the outcomes
embodied in the solution of a DSP.
The compromise DSP is a hybrid embodying both prin-
ciples fromgoal programming and non-linear programming
and has been used to affect designs that are insensitive to
noise and uncertainties associated with the variables, con-
straints and models used in the analysis. In fishing vessel
design, the same procedure was reported in e.g. Grubisic
et al. (1988). The core of both approaches was a simple
but effective sequential linear programming algorithm de-
veloped by Hughes et al. (1980) for structural optimisation
and extended by Lyon and Mistree (1985).
As discussed in Zanic et al. (1992), the long experi-
ence with MODM has shown that during the design pro-
cess numerous design alternatives have been investigated,
each requiring execution of non-linear programming mod-
ules with sophisticated convergence checks, linearisation
techniques, etc. However, the increased speed of work-
stations provided the opportunity to model the complex
DP as a multiple evaluation process by intentionally creat-
ing a large number of design variants. If sufficient density
of non-dominated points is generated, one may obtain a
‘discrete’ inversion mapping from the attribute space to
design space for the most important part of the design
space.
It is therefore possible to replace the optimisation-
oriented MODM approach with the much simpler MADM,
which implies only simple evaluation and a selection
procedure.
Fast generation of the Pareto frontier as the set of non-
dominated designs (see Section 2) is particularly effective
using parallel computing (Zanic et al. 1993). When the
generation is completed, it enables the designer to make his
educated decisions in real time, with full insight into the
set of non-dominated designs, and to identify clusters of
‘promising’ and preferred designs and also to identify holes
in the Pareto frontier, which may be due to high resistance
due to intrinsic characteristics of the ship resistance curve
or due to vibration avoidance or simply due to the size of
cargo units.
Present increased interest for simulation, evolution
strategies, Coello Coello et al. (2007), shows that such a
simple approach to complex problems of operations re-
search is at hand in many engineering disciplines, solv-
ingmany otherwisemathematically cumbersome problems.
This situation resembles the period of fast replacement
of complex analytical methods in the mechanics of con-
tinua (e.g. structural analysis) by the simple finite element
method as soon as the solution of large systems of lin-
ear equations became possible in reasonable computing
time.
In this paper, two design support approaches will be
denoted as Pareto-supported decision making (PSD) and
DSP to signify their basic differences. PSD enables stake-
holders’ educated selection of the preferred design based
on the sequentially generated ‘geographical map’ of the
Pareto frontier in the design and attribute spaces. DSP
generates preferred designs along the designer’s route
in those spaces using knowledge engineering. Generally,
the DeSS models include objective and subjective de-
cision making as parts of the iterative and interactive
process.
The steps in the definition of the mathematical model
for solving the given DP are represented in Table 1.
The basic requirements (in the form of a checklist) on
the AMs for application in a practical structural design
are given in the Appendix as Figure A2 for six standard
engineering generic models. The six models are: physical
(structure, denoted as ), environmental (loads, denoted
as εLC), response (denoted as ρ), feasibility/adequacy (de-
terministic, denoted as α, or stochastic, denoted as π ) and
design quality (denoted as ). Together these models gen-
erate the design key performance indicators (KPIs) for the
support of stakeholders’ decisions.
Synthesis models (SMs) are also listed enabling prob-
lem definition (denoted as ), problem solution (denoted
as 	) and most importantly, the interface with the designer
(denoted as 
) to enable inclusion of heuristic knowledge
in the design process.
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228 V. Zanic
Table 1. Design problem definition steps.
Step Design problem definition
(1) Design problem (DP) identification (conceptual level)
1.1 Determination of design objectives and corresponding measures of design robustness/sensitivity.
1.2 Selection of design variables among the set of design descriptors (Note that the following terms are defined as: parameter =
descriptor fixed at given value; property = subset of descriptors, e.g. scantlings defining bracket).
1.3 Selection of design criteria functions (constraints and attributes). Note that design objective functions could be obtained from
attribute functions when the direction of improvement is defined.
(2) Design model formulation (algorithmic level)
2.1 Selection of two basic mathematical models:
Design analysis model (AM) for technical (response, feasibility criteria) and economical evaluations (cost criteria, risk).
Design synthesis model (SM) for objective and subjective decision making.
2.2 SM formulation (given AM) reads:
Design problem manipulation into equivalent but mathematically more convenient form.
Selection of solution strategies (e.g. optimisation techniques) for the manipulated problem.
Development of method for the final subjective selection of preferred design(s) among generated variants based on problem
particulars.
Sensitivity/uncertainty/robustness analysis.
(3) Design problem solution (procedural level)
3.1 Application of the design procedure with practical implementation of selected AM inbuilt into the SM interactive
decision-making shell.
3.2 AM/SM utilities involved should enable the efficient synthesis (optimisation and sensitivity modules, databases, graphics,
etc.) possibly based on parallel processing due to the required workload and time available to the given design phase.
1.2. Applicable design models and DeSS
application example
The solution for the requirements of a complex large-scale
problem is to be found in the problem-oriented and balanced
mix of methods and appropriate mathematical models of
required fidelity for the various design phases.
Different definitions of design phases are used in the
literature and shipbuilding practice and there is no uni-
fied view. The phase definitions used in this paper are as
follows:
Concept design phase (CDP) is the most important one re-
garding consequences (for yard and owner), due to its
fundamental influence on the product quality/KPIs. De-
sign drivers are identified, innovative concepts and ideas
are considered, trade-offs between payload and ship
functions are examined, topology/geometry/general ar-
rangement (GA) is opened to the designer. It is custom-
ary to state that concept design ‘solves all the questions’
and controls (freezes) more than three quarters of the
overall product costs. General design CDP, when ship
lines and GA are frozen, precedes structural CDP, which
generates structural KPIs (mass, VCGHULL, basic costs,
etc.).
Preliminary design phase (PDP) starts at the point of
completion of the CDP, potentially with the contract
concluded and signed.Multiple ship sub-systems are de-
signed, see Levander (2009), including structural PDP,
which terminates with a classification society documen-
tation.
Detailed design phase (DDP) is usually the refinement of
preliminary design.
In Figure A1, given in Appendix, the models (given
row-wise) are divided into four columns, corresponding to
the design phases: concept design (which are either deter-
ministic or reliability/risk-based formulations), preliminary
design and detailed design.
Risk-based design (RBD) column is added to emphasise
the new approach to the concept and also preliminary de-
sign. It can also be combined with deterministic approach
in either phase. Risk (and interwoven reliability consider-
ations) is an important design criterion (constraint and/or
objective) due to commensurability with initial cost and
other economy-based factors. A very good state-of-the-art
survey in the broad area of RBD is given in Papanikolau
(2009) and Thoft-Chrisiansen and Murotsu (1986). In
Moses (1973), different formulations of structural opti-
misation problems were analysed. In Zanic et al. (1993,
2006) multi-criteria RBD of SWATH and RoPax ships were
performed.
Selected and applicable analysis and SMs are given in
Figure A1 (based upon module combinations applied in
practice) sorted by design phases.
The AM is presented in the first six rows of Figure
A2 (requirements) and the first five rows of Figure A1
(applicable models) for different design phases. The struc-
tural model , load model ε and the corresponding re-
sponse model ρ are the basic ones and this subsection is
devoted to their efficient description. Very fast FEMmodels
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Ships and Offshore Structures 229
dominate contemporary response analysis due to significant
software/hardware advances (Figure A1, row 3). Feasibility
model α (or π ) and quality model are the most important
for the designer since they discriminate between acceptable
and unacceptable design variants and measure their quality.
Required fidelity and complexity of the first three mod-
els , ε, ρ is dictated by the requirements and tolerances
acceptable for α, π and  models.
In shipbuilding problems, the CDP must be completed
in the shortest possible time, based on the available incom-
plete, uncertain data and on the methods of lowest fidelity,
requiring consequently the most capable designers. Mod-
ern hardware makes it possible to satisfy the design re-
quirements of Figure A2 (in the Appendix) and form the
procedures of Figure A1 based on the efficiently gener-
ated realistic response fields (stress, displacements), using
practical ship models formed as mathematical carriers (or
supports) to the selected criteria functions/mappings. Such
IT-implemented mathematical models are denoted in this
paper as modules and marked with the same names (the
distinction is context dependent).
AMs for the calculation of criteria function values are
implemented into ρ, α, π and  design criteria based IT-
modules. They are presented in Figure A2 (requirements)
and Figure A1 (practical combinations).
Decision making: The last three rows of Figure A2 and
the last row of Figure A1 are devoted to DP requirements
and the respective SMs applicable to their solutions, in
different design phases.
1.3. Application of RBD-based structural design
using DeSS
In order to support the exposition of the underlying theory
that will be presented in Section 2 and to give an overview
of the realistic requirements and achievable gains from the
DeSS (based on Pareto-supported decision making), this
concluding subsection gives a practical motivational exam-
ple of a complex RBD procedure.
The example is the design of the transverse structure of
a SWATH ship (Lpp = 36.5 m and  = 169 t), based on
the RBD procedure. The problem, see Zanic et al. (1993),
included multiple design objectives:
(1) minimal mass/weight (WT);
(2) minimal deformation measure;
(3) two deterministic safety measures, i.e.
(a) maximal normalised safety factor (GMI = gmin)
out of 14 failure modes gi at four substructures
with 1088 safety checks requiring that all gSAF =
{gi}> 0;
(b) maximal collapse load factor (COL-prying and
squeezing forces on the hull) for transverse
strength ultimate strength assessment;
Table 2. Achieved values of design objectives.
Objective WT (kg) DES (mm) gmin DIU (PfUB) hw/box
min WT 518 78.2 0.0 3.07 973
min WT
561 60.7 0.094 5.14 1077
max DIU
(4) maximal reliability measure for the serviceability fail-
ure modes (f (PfUB) − upper Ditlevsen bound = DIU)
for 23 failure surfaces and 16 randomvariables obtained
using FORM.
The analysis was performed using the fast non-linear
FEMmodel for the load combinations obtained using CFD-
based software and given mission profile. PSD solution was
obtained using the multiprocessor unit with 25 processors,
in acceptable time.
Design variables were 14 scantlings of SWATH box
and haunch. All transverse frame designs also satisfied the
design attribute constraints gSAF > 0 and DIU > 3.
Pareto frontier (2022 designs) was generated using
17,180 experiments (based on the adaptive, ‘mini-cube’
based Mont Carlo sampling procedure) of which 15,400
were feasible designs. Results are given in Table 2 and
Figure 1 for:
• non-dominated minimal WT design obtained in the
multi-criteria design procedure,
• preferred design selected on the basis of l2-metric (to
be defined in Section 2).
The basic differences are in stochastic safety measure
DIU (among attributes) and box web height hw (among
variables).
The results, using OCTOPUSDeView 5D (OCTOPUS-
Designer 2012), show for the RBD-designed SWATH struc-
ture the following trade-offs:
• For 8% increase in mass (WT), the probabilistic
safety measure (PfUB) increases by 67%, showing
the advantages of RBD.
• Deterministic gmin increase, or if transformed to
safety factor format: SF = (1 − g)/(1 + g)
is 21% for that design.
• The increase in minimal safety factor (for gmin =
0.047) of 9.8% is obtained for a mass increase of
only 2.2% (WT = 530.77), see point (A) in Figure 1.
• Since primary strength for a SWATH ship is trans-
verse strength, the COL factor was used as a deter-
ministic global safety measure (collapse factor varied
between 2.138 and 2.460).
These results enable stakeholders to (1) formulate their
own (or joint) a posteriori value functions using MADM
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230 V. Zanic
Figure 1. Pareto frontier generated using RBD method for the Pareto-supported decision making (mass = WGT; gmin = SAF; L = l2
metric).
techniques (with calculation time of a few milliseconds)
for the a priori generated Pareto designs, (2) explore and
learn from the shape and characteristics of the Pareto hyper-
surface and (3) select preferred designs using MADM
within the PSD paradigm.
Also, the scantlings of the minimal mass design and the
preferred design with minimal distance from the ideal point
were very similar, showing that deterministic design can be
treated as the first step of the design procedure, thereby
giving the risk/reliability design procedure a very efficient
starting point for performing further cycles of the Pareto
hyper-surface generation phase.
2. Basic definitions and taxonomy for design models
To provide a common description (common taxonomy) for
the various design tasks, the basic sets and spaces are de-
fined first, followed by a brief description of the concepts of
non-dominance (Pareto optimality) and subjective, interac-
tive selection of preferred designs by the stakeholders (de-
signer, owner, class, etc.). In any practical design procedure,
it is crucial to have the designer in the loop, complement-
ing the design support mathematical model with his/her
subjective judgments. The final part of this section is a sub-
section on the unified taxonomy applicable in handling a
complex DP.
2.1. Criteria functions, sets and spaces
This subsection begins with a short summary of sets and
spaces (see Figure 2), followed by the more detailed de-
scription (see also Yu 1985).
The objective of Figure 2 is to illustrate, in condensed
form, the basic parts of the multi-criteria design setup
and the corresponding Pareto frontier (hyper-surface) of
non-dominated designs as the crucial concept in DeSS
development.
It is presented for theDP reduced to two design variables
and two design attributes but generalisation to nv design
variables and na design objectives is straightforward. Note
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Figure 2. Basic formulation of sets and spaces.
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232 V. Zanic
that for the finite number of design points the spaces are
reduced to sets.
Sets and spaces
Figure 2 consists of six regions, each of them is identified
by a circled letter placed at a corner of the region, the letters
being a, b, b1, b2, c and d.
Figure 2 embraces four spaces/sets, i.e.
• Design space X (Region a) is spanned by the free
design variables xi, i = 1, . . . , nv;
• Attribute space Y (Region b) is spanned by the design
attributes yi, i = 1, . . . , na;
• Normalised attribute space M (Region c) is a met-
ric space, spanned the normalised and scaled design
attributes mi, i = 1, . . . , na;
• Selection space/set L (Region d) is presented via a
parallel axis diagram, where axes may correspond to
the selected attributes or to the selected designs. Iso-
attribute or iso-design curves connecting either sys-
tem of axes are used by many designers to judge the
preferred design among presented design variants.
The basic notion is that the same design is represented
as a point in all four spaces (e.g. design P marked with
encircled bullet). The same Pareto frontier (non-dominated
design points) in all spaces is presented as a shaded line
(hyper-surface in nv or na dimensions) containing also the
selected designs, obtained from different selection methods
presented in the Region c (using e.g. different metrics).
Two auxiliary operations shown in Regions b1 and
b2 represent the subjective value (membership grade) ob-
tained for the corresponding attribute value (dotted line)
and weighted subjective value (full line). They represent
the inclusion of instantaneous ‘subjectivity’ transformation
between spaces Y and M for the decision maker’s current
request.
Mappings
The connecting arrows in Regions a and d represent:
• Evaluation mapping where, for each design in design
space X (e.g. design P), we may obtain its represen-
tation on selection axes in L.
• Design mapping where, for the aspired design val-
ues from L (e.g. design P), we want to determine its
representation in design space X. (Note that design
mapping is inverse with respect to simple evaluation
mapping.
• The arrows connecting Regions a and b represent
mapping based on the attribute functions, where for
each design in design space X (e.g. design P), we
obtain its representation in attribute space Y.
• The arrows connecting Regions b and c represent
the mapping based on the normalisation of attribute
functions, where for each design in attribute space
Y (e.g. design P), we obtain its representation in the
metric space M.
• The arrows connecting Regions c and d represent
mapping based on the value functions, where for each
design in M (e.g. design P), we obtain its representa-
tion on the selection axes in L.
The next two subsections give a more detailed descrip-
tion of design space (Region a) and attribute space
(Region b).
2.1.1. Design space X (see Region a)
It is spanned by the free design variables xi, i = 1, . . . ,
nv. Each design k is represented as a point xk = {xi}k (e.g.
x2 or xP) in this space. Designs in subspace (subset if k
is finite) of feasible designs X≥ satisfy various constraints
such as failure criteria gi(x)≥ 0, production or functionality
requirements, min–max bounds xLi and x
U
i and so forth.
Note that X≥ may be convex (line connecting two designs
lies in X≥) or non-convex as in Region a. Note also that
it can be multiply connected (containing holes due to e.g.
resonance avoidance in vibration problems) and that some
of the variables are discrete (number of stiffeners, standard
profiles). Both of these possibilities could strongly influence
problem formulation.
Dimensionality of the problem is given by the num-
ber of variables nv. For the concept ship structural design,
nv ∼ 40. Preliminary/initial design would require nv ∼
200/1000 (‘curse of dimensionality’). Most of the design
variables in relevant references (referenced in the aforemen-
tioned ISSC reports) are structural scantlings and spacing
of girders on two-dimensional (midship section, bulkheads)
or three-dimensional structures. Dimensionality is higher
(100–1000) only in few works referenced in ISSC (2003,
2006, 2009, 2012).
Adequacy criteria (e.g. safety measure values in model
α are defined (for given design parameters d and relevant
responses/loadings σ LC) as non-linear functions g(d, σ LC).
The set of ng safety or adequacy functions, with values gi(d,
σ LC) = 0; i = 1,. . ., ng, bounds the subset of feasible de-
signs in the design space spanned by the design variables.
Constraints gi(-) ≥ 0 are e.g. global and local strength for-
mulae or the Class Society structural requirements based on
the structural response calculated using FEM or analytical
methods.
Due to involved uncertainties, the accuracy of failure
functions depends on the load model (selected extreme
and/or fatigue-based loads) and on the structural and re-
sponse models’ uncertainties. To ensure acceptable design
safety, either probabilistic or deterministic safety measures
can be used.
The formulation of ng-tuple of g-constraints is best de-
fined in the normalised format, Hughes et al. (1980), treat-
ing all constraints commeasurable and giving mathematical
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stability. The standard form of the achieved safety factor
reads:
SFLCi = Capacity/Demand
= C(d, σ LC)/D(d, σ LC) > SFi,allo (1)
Normalised adequacy factor (parameter) reads:
APi = gi(d, σ LC)
= (C − D)/(C + D); with − 1 < g(d, σ LC) (2)
2.1.2. Attribute space Y (see Region b)
It is spanned by design attributes yi. Mappings yk = a(xk)
or a: X≥ → Y≥ are used to form the attribute space (or
outcome space) Y≥ = {yk}. For each feasible design xk
in X, the design quality measures (attribute values) yk =
{yi} define its corresponding point in Y space. Note that
several points (designs) in X may map into a single point
in Y (same weight, cost, etc.). In addition, xi and yj values
are not mutually comparable and have different units and
therefore X and Y are not metric spaces, i.e. there is no
distance measure among designs. The comparison of de-
signs is possible only within a single variable xi or attribute
yj. If direction is selected for the quality improvement (e.g.
minimum cost, maximum safety), attributes are transferred
to objectives. ‘Ideal’ y∗ is a design (usually unfeasible)
with the coordinates of the best-achieved quality for each
objective.
Concept of non-dominance (Pareto frontier), see Re-
gions a and b, has become quite common in modern en-
gineering design. The subspace YN of non-dominated or
Pareto optimal or efficient designs can be identified when
the designer’s preference structure is applied to designs
(points) in Y≥. Only those designs (usually only a small
fraction of the feasible designs) are of interest to the de-
signer since they dominate all other feasible designs. Pref-
erence is a binary relation stating that design yi is preferred
to design yj. The ‘better set’ can be defined with respect to
the given design y0 if all its elements are preferred to y0.
Conversely, the ‘worse set’ can be formed containing all
designs that are worse than y0 in all attributes, i.e. domi-
nated by it. For the preference ‘more is better’, it is easy to
visualise the ‘worse set’ to e.g. design yP (see Region b) as
a negative cone with an apex in yP containing points left
of line y1P and below the line y2P. Finally, the set of non-
dominated designsYN is defined as a set of designs that have
no ‘better set’; hence they are not dominated by any design.
Alternatively, a design is non-dominated if it is better than
any other design in Y≥ in at least one objective. Points in
YN have their design variable description inXN (see Region
a) and are fundamental to any decision making. The book
by Yu (1985) gives a very good mathematical background
to the other related concepts (type of dominance, etc.).
2.2. Subjective decision making
Inclusion of subjectivity, see Regions b1 and b2, is the
basis for realistic decision making. It implies revealing
of the stake holder’s subjective preferences/prejudices im-
plying comparisons of designs within the same attribute
(intra-attribute preferences) and the determination of the
relative importance of different attributes (inter-attribute
preferences).
2.2.1. Preference structure
Intra-attribute preferences: Subjective comparison of var-
ious designs for a given attribute can be performed using
fuzzy functions Ui(yi) that allow a design attribute value
incorporate or express the designers’ heuristic preferences.
Membership grade (satisfaction level)μi =Ui(yi) has range
[0, 1] (see heavy dashed lines in Figure 2). Fuzzy functions
soften the sharp transition from acceptable to unacceptable
(uncertainty measures may also be included) in attribute
values. At the same time, the values of design attributes
are normalised making them commensurable. Some of the
usual types can be seen in the example of general ship de-
sign presented in Figure 3. By selecting proper type and
parameters of the fuzzy function, it is easy to express de-
signer’s aspirations, see Grubisic et al. (1997). In vibration
problems, this function may consist of e.g. a series of the
inverse-bell-shaped functions centred at excitation frequen-
cies (μi = 0 for design in resonance). This concept is very
practical when applied in DeSS.
Inter-attribute preferences: Determination of subjective
relative importance of different attributes (performance pa-
rameters) is often expressed using weighting factors. In this
respect, Saaty’s analytic hierarchy process (AHP) method,
see Yu (1985), based on a preference between attributes
i and j, is the most common one. The rating of prefer-
ence is from 1 to 9, see Figure 3. The consistent relative
significance of attributes is obtained as an eigenvector of
subjective preference matrix P = [Pij], formed as a result
of pair-wise comparisons of attributes:
Pij = pi
pj
= Importance of attribute i
Importance of attribute j
;
Pji = P−1ij , i, j = 1, . . . ,NA. (3)
The importance vector is denoted as p = {pi}. If the de-
signer is fully consistent, the following relation is obtained:
Pp = NA · p. (4)
In the case of the inconsistency of judgment, the eigenvector
 = {wi}, corresponding to the largest eigenvalue (λmax),
of the problem,
(P − λI)p = 0; I = unit matrix, (5)
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Figure 3. Subjective pair-wise preferences inter- and intra-attributes.
is generating the most consistent preference representation.
The eigenvector  is normalised and is used as a vector of
relative weights of attributes. Consistency of the preference
may be estimated by the criterion:C = (λmax −NA)/(NA−
1) < 0.1. Alternatively, the normalised geometric mean
of the row of the preference matrix may be used as the
weights:
wi = (j=1,...,NAPij )1/NA (6)
Weighting can be much improved combining pair-wise-
based AHP, with the entropy method that compares all pref-
erences together, based on respective (Shannon entropy) in-
formation content. It is given by the uncertaintymeasure for
each attribute yi overall of the ND design variants. Entropy,
and respective diversification, for attribute I reads:
enti = −(1/ ln ND)	ND (zk ln zk) ;
where uncertainty zi = yi/	NDyk (7)
divi = 1 − enti ; weight ei = divi/	NAdivk (8)
For prior subjective weights wi(P), the weight can be im-
proved as a normalised product of wi and ei.
Finally, a combination of subjectivities for an attribute
can be achieved e.g. as a product
ui(yi) = wi(P)Ui(yi). (9)
2.2.2. Subjective metric space M (see Region c)
This space is formed by usingmappings ui: Y≥→M≥where
the possibility now exists for the introduction of a metric
(allowing direct comparison or relative measurement) since
all attribute values mi = ui(yi) are normalised and scaled
to their relative importance. Subjective criteria functions
u(−) enable natural ‘more is better’ preference structure
andmake it even easier to filter the subset of non-dominated
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designsMN subset of M≥ and then generate corresponding
YN and XN.
Value functions v(−), see Yu (1985), are defined asmap-
pings li = vi(m), where lk = {li} contains values obtained
from different value functions, including subjectivity for-
mulation of the designer and other stakeholders involved in
the decision-making process. The iso-value contours li =
const. can be visualised in the M-space. These contours
(like in topography) may exhibit multiple peaks. Some of
those peaks correspond to local minima/maxima and some
are global, i.e. best for the entireM≥. Note that the optimum
in constrained problems is often achieved on boundaries of
the feasible region.
Distance norms (metrics) lp are commonly used as value
functions. Distance to the specified target design m∗ (e.g.
ideal design) is given by standard expression:
lp
(
mk
) = [	|mki − m∗i |p]1/p, (10)
where exponent p in the norm definition is taken as 1
(Metropolitan norm), 2 (Euclidean norm) or ∞ (Chebisev
norm).
The iso-value contours for given distance norms are, see
Region c: (1) straight lines
∑
mi = const. for l1, (2) circles
around m∗ for l2 and (3) mi = const. for l∞. The non-
dominated design for min l∞ (marked ) can be linked
to the so-called ‘fuzzy optimum’, i.e. a design for which
the minimal mi in mk is maximal. Norms are used in many
works, e.g. Sen (2001), Zanic et al. (1992), Grubisic et al.
(1997).
Generally in determination of the preferred design, it is
customary to combine different techniques, includingmeth-
ods with no tradeoffs between attributes of each design
variant denoted as non-compensatory methods and com-
pensatory methods with trade-offs. Among the latter, the
techniques of scoring (max utility), compromising (clos-
est to ideal) and concordance models (based on evaluation
of preference rankings) are used. Finally, the techniques
of uncertainty analysis can also be used in the subjective
decision-making models, Ayyub and Klir (2006).
2.2.3. Selection space L/set L (see Regions a and d in
the top row of Figure 2)
Selection space is combining the start (design require-
ments/aspirations) and end (set of preferred designs of
design space transformations): Composite value function
li = vi(u(a(xk))) or li = ri(xk) is a mapping from the de-
sign space’s subset X≥ into the selection set L = {lk}. The
obtained values lk (e.g. l1, l2, l∞) are used for the final
selection of the preferred design. Basically the described
process reads: vi(u(a(-))≡ r:X≥→L (evaluation mapping).
But in the design process, the designer’s task is to deter-
mine values of free design variables xA for given aspired
values lA. Therefore, the construction of inverse mapping:
r−1: lA→X≥ (design mapping) that maps the designer’s as-
pirations to the design parameters is the essence of design.
Contrary to evaluation mapping, the design mapping in
practical problems usually does not exist and only the so-
called ‘inverse image’ can be constructed. Basic problems
are:
(1) xi is often discrete or integer.
(2) Value function may not be consistent or even exist.
(3) Criteria sets contain non-linear functions or even pro-
cedures.
(4) w has multiple values since it is viewed subjectively by
all persons involved in the design process.
(5) Feasible domain X≥ is non-convex and often multiply
connected (vibration problems).
(6) No insight into design space is provided.
Fortunately, due to software/hardware developments, the
fast evaluationmappings or inverse DPs can be successfully
solved in the time available to CDP.
Selection of preferred design, see Region d: Final se-
lection of the preferred design dP = {xP, yP, mP, lP} re-
quires the calculation of values lk for all designs in MN.
Since the final decision is made only on the basis of lk
where all li can be put on the same axis for each design k.
A set of parallel axes for all candidate designs can be dis-
played to facilitate final subjective decisionmaking. Parallel
axes can also correspond to all li. Lines connecting specific
designs on all axes are used to facilitate the ranking of
designs.
Sensitivity analysis is an obligatory part of any good
design procedure. For technical systems the existence of
solution is often guaranteed but not its uniqueness and sta-
bility. Many parameters are subject to uncertainties causing
variations of the values in the criteria set c and/or violation
of constraints (unfeasible designs).
Robustness is defined as insensitivity (or stability) with
respect to such changes and can be treated as parallel sim-
plified approach with respect to reliability calculations. It
also enables direct inclusion of sensitivity/stability analysis
measures among design objectives. Taguchi has developed
a signal-to-noise ratio (SN) to provide a way of measuring
robustness, see Ross (1988). This ratio isolates the sensi-
tivity of the system function to noise factor and transforms
a set of observations (experiments) into a single number. It
can also be used as the objective function to be maximised
in a design for robustness approach, see Phadke (1989). In
fact, it is the ratio of predictability versus unpredictability.
Three basic, most widely used, SN ratios are:
• Smaller is better:
SNS = −10 log
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
1
y2i
)
,
e.g.minimumweight, cost, etc. (11a)
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236 V. Zanic
• Nominal is the best:
SNN = 10 log
(
μ2
σ 2
)
,
e.g. standardized solution. (11b)
• Larger is better:
SNL = −10 log
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
y2i
)
,
e.g.maximumprofit, safety, etc. (11c)
In different SN definitions, the symbols μ and σ 2 rep-
resent the mean value and the variance of the variables, yi
is the comparison variable (what is being examined, e.g.
weight, cost, safety, etc.) in experiment i for a certain com-
bination of control parameters and n is the number of ex-
periments performed for that combination.
The implementation of the Taguchi approach and other
statistical methods in the selection of design parameters
for satisfying the design objective is discussed in detail in
handbooks written by Taguchi (1986), Ross (1988), Phadke
(1989), Montgomery (2001) and Suh (1990).
In general, robustness, e.g. Sii et al. (2001), Koch et al.
(1999), Allen et al. (2006), and uncertainty, e.g. Suh (1990),
Du and Chen (2000), Ayyub and Klir (2006), are becoming
the standard concepts in many recent design references, see
e.g. ISSC (2012).
2.3. Taxonomy for the DeSS definitions
Finally, the basic taxonomy is summarised for convenience
in Figure 4 in order to make possible a unified approach to
the DPs/models description and formulation (column 1 of
Figure 4).
It is expressed via various mathematical models (cri-
teria function groups) and corresponding implementation
in IT-calculation modules (column 2 of Figure 4). Effi-
cient taxonomy is instrumental for precise, concise and yet
comprehensive definition of the DeSS decision blocks, as
presented here and used for the definition of design blocks
(sub-problems) in Zanic et al. (2013).
3. Design problem identification and formulation
based on the relation between owner and society
3.1. Basic formulation
Practical formulation of the analysis module, for given
loads, includes only two sets of entities: design de-
scriptors/properties and design criteria (design func-
tions/mappings) that have to be identified as the basic DP
components in DeSS.
Comprehensive description of the structural model con-
sists of: design descriptors/properties such as topology,
geometry, material and scantlings, represented by the ap-
propriate sets of the concrete design.
Properties or descriptors of a particular design will
therefore instantiate the group of their supporting entities
(FEM elements) that have the same property value in the
specific part of the structure.
Such groups, belonging to the specified property (de-
scriptor di or set dk) value, may be denoted in general as
descriptor/property element group (denoted deG or peG).
In a similar manner, the groups of elements acting as
support of certain design criterion function/mapping may
be denoted as criterion-based element groups (ceGs),
Comprehensive problem formulation is given inTable 3.
Design loads selection is one of themost important parts
of the design procedure since ‘optimistic’ loads would lead
to unsafe structures while ‘pessimistic’ ones would lead to
oversized design.
The decision-making process usually implies that the
old structural design paradigm: ‘cost vs. safety in the avail-
able time’ is in the background of design procedure. One
of the major drivers of the expected achievements are novel
design methodologies that have to join closely two collab-
orating design systems (general ship design and structural
design), as well as the basic stakeholders, through the DeSS
for the rational decision making.
The multi-stakeholder (owner/operator/yard/designers/
regulatory institutions) approach enables stakeholders to
reveal their subjective preferences and improves the qual-
ity of decisions by means of the interactive graphical user
interface (GUI).
Regarding general design, the limit of competence of
the structural designer is to generate Pareto frontier of non-
dominated structural designs. Pareto designs are then used
for higher level decision making (general design) to multi-
ply the benefits from subsystem gains. This has been con-
firmed e.g. in the EUFP6 projects De-Light and IMPROVE,
see Rigo et al. (2010) and Zanic et al. (2010a).
The developed methodologies give yards and owners a
possibility to select competitive design solutions by follow-
ing the paradigm: more produceable ship for the yard and
more profitable ship for the owner. Modern designs pre-
sented in many recent papers, with design attribute values
achieved in this manner, confirm the gains from such dou-
ble competitiveness, as well as the efficiency of the modern
methodology (DeSS + IT) that drives the design process.
3.2. Formulation of the owner–society
relationship and the related mathematical
model
The key requirement for the mathematical model, con-
taining all presented reasoning expressed via criteria func-
tions, is to generate economically acceptable and socially
responsible solutions, i.e. designs. In the Proceedings of
ISSC (2009), TC IV.1, the section entitled ‘Defining the
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Figure 4. Basic taxonomy.
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Table 3. Problem formulation template.
Problem template
1 Find x(design variables values) as subsets of descriptors/properties defined on deG or peG groups, for given
design load cases,
2 s.t. subset of objective functions o from criteria set c(on ceGs) are extremised
3 of constraint functions g from criteria set c (on ceGs) are satisfied
principles for acceptance criteria’, summarised the con-
trasts between the owner’s and societal interests.
This subsection dealswith the demanding andmost gen-
eral definition of design criteria (objectives and constraints)
regarding the owner and society in the attempt to show the
advantages of including or inserting safety considerations
into the DP identification as design drivers/objectives. Sim-
plification and practical formulation are extensively pre-
sented in Zanic et al. (2010b), while another example of
practical application is given as a part of the proposed
DeSS-based design procedure in Zanic et al. (2013).
The owner’s basic economical consideration, expressed
by attribute value y (and corresponding attribute function
ay (d, z)), can, in a somewhat simplified fashion, be sum-
marised as
y = p − r; with y > 0 (company survival) (12)
or in terms of criteria functions for given d and z:
y = ay(d, z) = ap(d, z) − ar (d, z), (13)
where p is the net gain with running costs subtracted =
ap (d, z); r is the sum of calculated expected loses, i.e.
risks= ar (d, z); d is the design descriptors, containing free
variables x and remaining descriptors d− and z is the data
container with statistics (cdf, pdf, etc.) data for structure,
loads, response (e.g. σ LC) descriptors, costs and frequency
of unwanted events. Note Z ≡ d−∪ z.
The risk value r represents the sum of losses due to N
considered unplanned and unwanted events, such as dam-
ages during storms, collisions, grounding and fire, quanti-
fied by product of ith event frequency (λi) and the associated
expected loss for the owner.
The owner should provide added value to society (In-
ternational Maritime Organization (IMO) goal-based stan-
dards) and assure that any activity is corporately and so-
cially responsible (Ditlevsen 2004). The constraint can be
expressed as
yt > s (14)
or in terms of criteria functions for given x (subset of d):
ay(d, z) · at (d, z) > as(d, z), (15)
where t is a societal factor (fraction) signifying part to be
asset to society = at (d, z) and s is the sum of societal
risks = as (d, z).
The term s represents the sum of N considered un-
wanted events, quantified by product of the event frequency
and expected loss for the society in excess of owner’s com-
pensation and his own loss. Therefore, the implementation
of the social responsibility constraint in the owner’s con-
siderations is a process that takes place at IMO, possibly
leading to innovative ship designs that meet new techno-
logical demands.
Risk r can be subdivided into risks related to service-
ability (rservice) and collapse (rultimate), which are measured
by maintenance costs and loss of ship, respectively. The in-
equality can be applied for any time horizon, and corrected
for the related ship condition, interest rates, etc. that the
owner considers applicable to his vessel. Also, the societal
constraint can be decoupled into six constraints, specified
by experience, to each of the three ingredient functions (p,
rservice and rultimate) containing their acceptable minimum
and maximum values.
This contemporary philosophy certainly leads towards
better ships for the future, although the data for the societal
constraint function part as(d, z) is hard to obtain and may
require specific country-dependent considerations. It still
gives a clear direction of societal objectives that will be
enforced in the future. Since ships are products with a long
lifespan, the realistic design approach that will be consis-
tent with the foreseeable societal responsibilities should be
applied for newly developed designs.
However, to be implemented in practice, the procedure
has to be followed by the practically applicable method
leading in the same direction but free, if possible, of dubious
considerations (cost of human life, etc.).
3.3. Manipulations and simplification of the
owner–society relationship model
As mentioned before, after problem identification, the DPs
are usually manipulated into a mathematically equivalent
formulation but solvablewithin the available solution strate-
gies and accompanying techniques.
3.3.1. Design problem manipulations
From a design methodology point of view, the DP can be
formulated as Problem 1 (see Table 4).
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Table 4. Design problem manipulations 1–4.
1 Problem 1: Find x Problem 2: Find x Problem 3: Find x Problem 4: Find x
2 s.t.: ay(x, λ, Z) → max s.t.: ay(x, λ, Z) → max s.t.: ar(x, λ, Z) → min s.t.: ay (x, λ, Z) → max
through i = 1, nr-steps through j = 1, np-steps ar (x, λ, Z) → min or
ap (x, Z) → max
3 y(x, λ, Z)·t > s(x, λ, Z) (ap(x, Z) − ar(x, λ, Z))·t> (ap(x, Z) − ar(x, λ, Z))·t> (ap (x, Z) − ar(x, λ, Z))·t>
>as(x, λ, Z) >as (x, λ, Z) >as(x, λ, Z)
ar (x, λ, Z) ≤ (racceptable)i ar (x, λ, Z) ≤ racceptable
ap(x, Z) = (pacceptable) j ap(x, Z) ≥pacceptable
g(x, λ, Z) > 0 g(x, λ, Z)> 0 g(x, λ, Z) > 0 g(x, λ, Z) > 0
where x = {xT, xG, xS, xM} (i.e. topology, geometry, scantlings and material variables) and d are n-tuples of design variables and of all
used descriptors, while λ(x, z, d−) is the n-tuple of the unwanted event frequencies and can be obtained through the standard reliability
analysis for the random variables z, the design variables x and the remaining parameters/descriptors d−. Note that the sets are not
exclusive. Note: for brevity Z≡ d−∪ z.
It may be, in general, manipulated into at least three
formats:
• Problem 2 where owner’s gain is maximised along
acceptable risk (or only λ) contours (dependent on
prescribed racceptable, i).
• Problem 3 where the risk is minimised along the ac-
ceptable owner’s gain contours (dependent on pre-
scribed pacceptable, j).
• Problem 4 formulation (PSD) will produce the Pareto
frontier of non-dominated designs making non-
dominated solutions transparent and suitable for tech-
niques of subjective decision making by the stake-
holders (owner, yard, regulatory organizations).
The non-dominated set of solutions will, in any case, be
within prescribed bounds of net gain p and expected loss
r. Non-dominated solutions are feasible by definition since
the feasibility set g(d,σ LC) > 0 should always be satisfied
for Pareto designs.
Multi-criteria Pareto-supported decision-making (PSD)
formulation in Problem 4 format does not need numeri-
cal relationships between objectives p, rservice and rultimate
but only the preferred direction of their improvement. The
mathematical requirement is that the order of designs re-
garding the applied quality measure is maintained, i.e. the
monotony of both the simplified measure of design quality
and the full formulation.
If societal loss s and risk r can be replaced with the
simplified deterministic or robustness safety measures, the
selection of quality designswill be largely simplified related
to the largely philosophical Problem 1.
3.3.2. Design problem simplification
Problem 4 is still entangledwith disputable parameters such
as cost of life, etc.
It can be further manipulated/simplified into alternative
PSD formulation Problem 5.1 (see Table 5), since the max-
imization/minimization process can lead to correct values
of x under the condition that the full and simplified expres-
sions for r and p are uni-modal. Here, those considerations
are excluded from the Subproblem 5.1 of the generation of
the Pareto frontier and transferred to the Subproblem 5.2
of selection of the preferred design, based on the generated
hyper-surface (designs). Now, the complex requirement:
Filter PF (see Figure 4 taxonomy) requiring that in-
equality (p − r)·t > s for given design values of p, r, t and
s is satisfied or in terms of criteria functions for given x:
[ap(x,Z) − ar (x, λ,Z)]at (x,Z) > as(x, λ,Z) (16)
has to be included, but only as a filter on the small set
of generated Pareto designs. Subjective considerations still
lie with the stakeholders (designer, owner, society, politics,
etc.) but they are applied to the concrete Pareto designs.
PSD formulation seems to be a substantial step forward
in the inclusion of safety in the design process, at least
in selecting the design with required gain but with simul-
taneously maximised safety (or the safest design for the
required/selected gain).
The designer’s preferences for the p- and r-substitutes,
in such PSD, can be defined for the selection of designs
on the generated Pareto frontier. It can be done based on
the stakeholders’/designers’ experience and heuristic rea-
soning related to CDP.
3.3.3. Structural design problem
Regarding the structural subsystem, the formulation of gain
function ap, and associated gain value p, will include func-
tion f IMF(-) regarding consequences of initial cost CI(x, Z),
maintenance CM(x, Z) and voyage cost CF(x, Z), as well
as the operational CE(x, Z) and the dismantling earnings
CD(x, Z):
ap(x,Z) = CE(x,Z) + CD(x,Z)
− fIMF(CI (x,Z) − CF (x,Z) − CM (x,Z))
= Cearning − Cowner costs (17)
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Table 5. Design problem manipulation 5 (generic).
CDP - Concept design phase-deterministic formulation
Subproblem 5.1: generation of non-dominated designs in
the ‘satisficing’ attribute space: Find x
Subproblem 5.2 Filter out from Pareto set the subset of
preferred solutions
s.t.ar1(SMG) → min; ar2(SML)→ min; ap1(WT) → max
aSMG(x, d−) ≤ SMGacceptable; aSML(x, d−) ≤ SMLacceptable use the subjective fuzzy acceptance criteria
ap1(x, d−) ≥p1acceptable;g (x, d−,σLC) > 0
RBD/PDP - Risk/reliability-based design and/or preliminary design phase
(a) Actual risks and gains have to be calculated when the level of input data is adequate and the higher fidelity tools are available due to
less stringent timing requirements.
(b) The subset of designs obtained in the concept design. Subproblem 5.1 is further filtered using simplified filter from Subproblem 5.2,
based upon subjectively defined parameters by the stakeholders of the decision-making process on the ship level.
It is only now that complex requirement, given before as [ap (x, Z) − ar(x, λ, Z)] ·at (x, Z) >as(x, λ, Z) has to be included (Filter PF),
but only as a filter on the small set of generated Pareto designs. Subjective considerations still lie with the stakeholders (designer, owner,
society, politics, etc.) but they are applied to the specified Pareto designs.
(c) Final subjective selection of preferred design for refinement in the subsequent Detail design phase.
Note: SMG/SML denote n-tuples of global/local safety measures.
For the accuracy level needed in the CDP,Cearning is directly
dependent on the structural weight (WT) due to increase in
DWT and greater dismantling revenue. Cownership costs can
also be connected to WT due to its relation to initial cost
and material replacement as well as to the fuel costs dif-
ferential. Consequently, minimisation of WT is beneficial
to the increase of p, Turan et al. (2009), Lazakis and Tu-
ran (2009). The risk will, on the other hand, depend on the
inherent structural safety and related maintenance costs.
Probabilities of structural failuresPf (or event frequency
λ) and associated costs Ci for unwanted events, defining
owners and societal risk, generally read:
ar (x,Pf ,Z) = Psystem failure · Closs of ship
+	i=1,N (Plocal failure · Clocalfailure)event i
(18)
as(x,Pf ,Z) = Psystemfailure · (Closs of ship − Closs of ship–society)
+	i=1,N (Plocal Failure · (Clocal Failure
−Clocal Failure–society))event i, (19)
whereN is a product of the number of structural subsystems
multiplied with the number of safety criteria considered for
each of them.
The minimisation of structural mass, with safety con-
straints, is the most common structural optimisation prob-
lem approached in practice in the format of Problem 2 or
3 (with unwanted events related to structural problems).
Problem 4 formulation leads to the efficient PSD for all
stakeholders.
For the CDP as stated earlier, where the most important
decisions aremade by themost experienced designers using
methods of lower fidelity, the application of Problem 1
format is unrealistic. Still, improvements can be made in
the same direction applying different simplifications so that
ordering, of the selected design variants should be the same
for the given quality measures.
For the lower fidelity needs of CDP and simplified PSD
(Problem 5), the applied safety measures may be defined in
several alternative formats: deterministic (safety factors SF
or safety margins), stochastic (partial SF, safety indices),
robustness, etc. The solution of such DPs for the realistic
structure requires more resources, e.g. parallel computing
as shown for the RBD of SWATH ship in Section 1, but
leads to more realistic conclusions regarding ship owner
needs.
The influence of safety as an objective is further dis-
cussed in the papers Zanic et al. (2010b) and Zanic et al.
(2013).
4. Closing remarks
Conclusions regarding presented concepts and methods are
summarised as follows:
Regarding Section 1 on the state of the art, motivation
and opportunities:
(1) Presented applied analysis and SMs (Figure A1) sug-
gest that only some of their combinations are balanced
and of matching fidelity to be used effectively for the
realistic or large-scale problems.
(2) An example of the design support methodology for
multi-criteria synthesis of SWATH ship structure, using
RBD approach, is presented as a motivation to apply
this trend in modern design.
(3) Very efficient hardware, within reach of modern par-
allel computing environments, is needed to enable that
approach.
(4) The Pareto frontier (hyper-surface of non-dominated
designs) can offer important support in decision
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making, particularly in the multi-stakeholder design
procedures, when answers regarding preferred designs
are subjected to the insight into design and attribute
spaces.
(5) Educated subjective preferences may be applied and
modified instantly, by the involved stake holders, ap-
plying the Pareto-supported decision-making (PSD) ap-
proach. Complementary to it is DSP approach based on
knowledge engineering.
Regarding Section 2 on the basic definitions for the formu-
lation of the design model:
(6) To support the easier definition of multiple DPs and
associated design models needed in the realistic de-
sign procedures, a taxonomy has been developed and
presented (Figure 4) for problem formulation (design
description and solution procedures) as well as for their
practical implementation (criteria functions/mappings
and respective IT-modules).
(7) A simple method for the subjective decision making
and subjective normalisation of design attributes is pre-
sented for the efficient selection of preferred designs,
based on various distance norms. The parallel axis ap-
proach is suggested for the selection of a space/set to
support stakeholders’ decision making combined with
flexible five-dimensional view utility, as presented in
Figure 1 (three axes, colour, bullet size available for the
design point presentation).
(8) Sensitivity analysis is recommended using different de-
sign robustness measures (e.g. Taguchi’s SN ratio, as
the simplest one).
Regarding Section 3 on formulation of the relation between
owner and society with respect to novel ship designs:
(9) The responsibility of designer and owner should not
be only to provide economically feasible design, sat-
isfying all prescribed requirements, but also to pro-
vide the safest design within their capabilities.
(10) In the presented SWATH ship case study, it was
demonstrated that the improvement is practically
achievable, although we do not have all the data
needed for the complete solution of the very moti-
vating problem of owner and society relationship as
stated in the report of TC IV.1 of ISSC (2009).
(11) The PSD model development, including owners and
societal gains and losses, is presented, its manipula-
tion in the solvable forms (Problems 1–4) and sim-
plification in the easily applicable form (Problem 5)
for structural design.
(12) It was also concluded (as demonstrated in the
SWATH study) that the competence of structural
subsystem designers is to generate a Pareto fron-
tier of non-dominated structural designs. It is then
used for higher level decision making to multiply
the benefits from subsystem gains within the general
DeSS approaches.
Finally, the objective of this paper was to motivate and help
in including different excellent AMs (some of them are
presented in this issue) into ‘higher level of complexity’ of
the modern design synthesis, hoping for the safer and more
efficient ships for the future.
To achieve that goal we need: better university expo-
sition of design synthesis concepts and methods, (fidelity,
pro and contras, etc.), particularly for the RBD paradigm;
stakeholders that are willing to use such tools on the com-
petitive market (in particular for novel designs); a clear tax-
onomy, applicable during interactive definition of design
(sub)problems; user friendly design environment capable
of applying those definitions in a predefined sequence of
design tasks; very fast utilities for Pareto frontier genera-
tion using parallel processing and a suit of methods for the
subjective decision making under uncertainty by the stake-
holders. Some of the currently available possibilities are
presented in the accompanying paper Zanic et al. (2013).
Owen Hughes, to whom this paper and this SAOS Spe-
cial Issue are devoted, was one of the key pioneers and
successful contributors to those efforts in educational, the-
oretical and practical arenas, starting almost 40 years ago.
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Appendix
Figure A1. Design phases and applicable mathematical models.
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Figure A2. Basic requirements on the mathematical models of design support system.
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